12 Reasons to Join MoniQA – The Global Food Safety Network

1. **Global Network**
   Join and interact with the global network of experts. Benefit from a better international visibility of your institution.

2. **Easy research access**
   Make use of the potential involvement in international research proposals and projects funded by the EU, UNO, Foundations, governments, etc. Get involved in collaborative projects, studies, initiatives, educational programmes.

3. **Training and education**
   We offer valuable training courses and workshops for teachers, trainers, and students at university and industry level, and CPD, worldwide.

4. **Discounts** on conference, workshop, webinar participation such as 10% discount on individual subscriptions of WMJ – World Mycotoxin Journal.

5. **Conferences and workshops**
   Co-organise your own conference or workshop or webinar at your institute or in your country in collaboration with MoniQA.

6. **Collaboration Opportunities**
   Establish new collaborations or join project consortia facilitated by MoniQA.

7. **Increase your impact**
   Use the membership and joint achievements to increase your impact and significance in your own country and internationally, which can be important to join a consortium or qualify for a grant or a tender.

8. **Privileged information**
   and pre-publication information on upcoming calls and tenders may give you a competitive advantage.

9. **Exclusive job offers**
   for professionals, students and trainees via MoniQA’s access to employers and job seekers alike.

10. **Discounted subscription of QAS** – International Journal for Quality Assurance and Safety of Crops and Foods (€ 100,- annual subscription instead of reg. € 190,-).

11. **International Standards**
    Contribute to international standard protocols and reference materials.

12. **Reference Materials, Proficiency Tests and Validation Studies**
    Be part of the design of reference materials and participate in proficiency tests and validation studies organized by MoniQA or its partner institutions.

Benefit from the trusted global network and scientific platform of MoniQA Association and contact www.moniqa.org or moniqa@moniqa.org today!